Data Mining is a process related to analysis, understanding and knowledge extraction from databases. In order to perform this process it is usually necessary to represent the data in the so called attribute-value format. This work proposes an extension of a methodology which supports, through a semi-automatic process, the construction of a table in the attribute-value format from information contained in medical findings which are described in natural language (Portuguese). A case study in which the methodology has been applied to a collection of Upper Digestive Endoscopies' medical findings is presented. Results show the suitability of our proposal.
Introduction
With the advance of technology the amount of digitally stored information increases constantly. In order to perform a more complete analysis of such information, it is necessary to properly represent the information so it can be processed and a model which represents the embedded knowledge within the data can be constructed, since a manual analysis is not possible. Data Mining -DM -is a process that can be used to support this task. DM aims at identifying novel, and useful patterns embedded in databases [2] .
The DM process is iterative and incremental, and it is usually composed by three phases: pre-processing, pattern/knowledge extraction, and post-processing. The first one is frequently the most expensive, consuming around 80% of the whole DM process [11] . This phase is responsable by data preparation, reduction, and transformation. It is also usually necessary to represent the data in the attribute-value format. In order to perform the pattern/knowledge extraction task it is necessary to select a suitable pattern extraction algorithm. This is a usually iterative task due to the necessary adjustments of the selected algorithm. Once the model is constructed it is then evaluated and validated during the post-processing phase.
With the available technological development there is a large amount of information that can be stored by medical institutions. Medical findings -MF -which describe information in natural language, are usually stored in a semi-structured format. However, it is convenient to describe the data in the attribute-value format for the application of the DM process. Thus, the MF information should be interpreted and transformed into the attribute-value format. This transformation, besides expensive, is exposed to the subjective interpretation of the person performing it [3, 7] . Therefore, processes that support the semi-automation of this task provide the benefit of time reduction in mapping new findings to the attribute-value format, besides helping the standardization of MF information treatment [6] .
The Information Extraction -IE -research area [8] is related to this work, whose methods are based on syntactical and semantical restrictions. IE methods enable the construction of structured representations of unstructured texts described in natural language having a well-defined grammar. Some related work can be found in [1, 4, 12, 14] , which use different techniques for the transformation of MF unstructured information into the attribute-value format. In this work we are considering semi-structured medical findings in which the language grammar, specifically the Portuguese language, does not play a leading role. The methodology proposed in this work, which is an extension of [5] , was idealized to support the construction of an attribute-value table from semi-structured medical findings described in natural language (Portuguese).
This work is organized as follow: next Section presents the original methodology [5] . Section 3 presents the extensions developed in this work and Section 4 presents a case study applying the new methodology to Upper Digestive Endoscopies -UDE -semi-structured medical findings, followed by Section 5 presenting the conclusions.
Description of the Initial Methodology
As stated previously, the methodology proposed in [5] , implemented in Perl [13] using the object-oriented paradigm, aimed at construction an attribute-value table from semi-structured medical findings. In [5] the implemented methodology was applied to MF of Upper Digestive Endoscopies (Figure 2 ), specifically for information related to esophagus. This methodology consists of two phases, as illustrated in Figure 1 . In the first phase, a dictionary is constructed with the aid of experts. The contents of the dictionary is mapped from patterns found in the findings. In the second phase, the dictionary is used to map the findings into an attribute-value table using a pattern matching process. It is important to notice that the support of experts is fundamental during the first phase since the construction of the dictionary is strongly based on patterns found in the medical findings and on the domain knowledge provided by experts. Both phases are described next. 
First Phase
The dictionary construction is performed in four iterative and interactive steps, which are described next.
Identification of unique phrases:
In UDE medical findings the information is stored in phrases, each one referring to a diagnosis or an observation from the physician about the performed exam. Therefore, the first step of the dictionary construction aims at joining all different phrases of all medical findings in a single file. During this stage all the phrases of the collection of medical findings are extracted and processed. Identical phrases in the collection are discarded so that only a copy of unique phrases is kept. At the end of this phase, the first set of unique phrases is obtained -SUP1-, which will be the base for the construction of the dictionary.
Construction of the standardization file -SF: The standardization of the data contained in the findings is necessary due to the frequent use of synonyms to describe information in the medical findings, and the presence of phrases that express information in a manner different from the one that will be used in the dictionary. After SUP1 is obtained, it is possible to identify part of the information that can be standardized. In Table 1 two examples of the standardization process are presented. The terms "coloração esbranquiçada" in the second line of Table 1 , which is used to describe the characteristics of a biological material, state that the biological material is abnormal. The phrase "calibre e distensibilidade normais" in the third line indicates two distinct events, i.e., "calibre" is "normal" (calibre normal) and "distensibilidade" is "normal" (distensibilidade normal). Therefore, the standardization process should map this phrase into two different phrases, one for each event. For example, "calibre normal" and "distensibilidade normal". The construction of the standardization file is performed as soon as information that can be standardized is identified by the expert, and the process continues until the end of the first phase of the proposed methodology. The standardization process enables the mapping of the information contained in the medical findings into a standard format that will be used by the dictionary and by the table filling process during the second phase of the methodology.
Removal of Stopwords -RS -and Application of Stemming -AS: The objective of this step is to support the process of identifying patterns used by experts to map information in the medical findings. Words that are not important for the analysis of the text of the findings are removed. This kind of words, known as stopwords, are kept in a stoplist and are mainly composed by conjunctions, prepositions, articles and words defined by experts as not relevant for the current objective of the process. The removal of stopwords from SUP1 generates SUP2. During this step, the stemming process, which may help to eliminate redundancy from SUP2 is used. This process consists of the identification of different inflections from the same word and the substitution of these words by their common radical [7] . This process generates SUP3. Figure 3 illustrates the removal of stopwords and application of stemming on a fragment of SUP1 extracted from esophagus information of the UDE domain. The stopwords in the figure are underlined. As can be observed, after the completion of these tasks, the second and third phrases are the same. Thus, one phrase was removed from SUP3. It is important to notice that this process is also supervised by domain experts since there is no guarantee that words having the same stem will have the same meaning. Thus, both SUP2 and SUP3 are considered to help the experts during the analysis of unique phrases to find patterns, and to help in the decision of how information should be organized into the dictionary structure. Dictionary construction: As already mentioned, the dictionary is used as the base to construct the attributevalue table. In other words, it helps placing the information contained in the medical findings into the attribute-value table. Therefore, before constructing the dictionary it is necessary to define which features (attributes) should be included in the database. Frequently, medical findings from specific areas have information organized in the form of anatomical structure and their associated characteristics. This characteristic is especially observed in Upper Digestive Endoscopy findings which were used to apply the methodology. Figure 4 illustrates an example of this kind of mapping. This way, in the proposed methodology the structure of the dictionary is organized by places and their characteristics. Thus, the dictionary construction is performed in conjunction with the domain experts considering the existing information in SUP3 and the standardization file. The analysis of theses files together with the support of the experts is used in order to identify the local characteristic relations that will be the base to generate the attributes. Figure 5 illustrates the dictionary structure.
As presented in Figure 5 , the list P of places stores the name of a certain place P i and each place holds a list of one or more associated characteristics (C ia ), ∀ a ≥ 1. The list of characteristics stores, in addition to the name of the characteristic, the corresponding index for the position of the attribute in the Record of Table - RT -and the value that should be stored in the corresponding field of RT. 
Second Phase
The objective of this phase is to process the collection of medical findings, considering the information mapped within the dictionary structure (places and characteristics), and to fill in the attribute-value table. Each finding refers to a RT. The storing process is performed by a searching and filling algorithm which is applied as illustrated in Figure 6 . The storing process first receives a medical finding as an entry. Then, the removing of the stopwords and application of the standardization using the SF are performed for this finding and a phrase is extracted. The storing process is performed by pattern matching between the dictionary structure and the extracted phrase. For example, assuming that the place "terço distal" and the characteristic "com erosão" are stored in the dictionary structure, and the phrase "terço distal com erosão" was extracted from the finding, the search and filling algorithm will unify the terms "terço distal" from the dictionary with the terms "terço distal" from the phrase. After having identified the location, the algorithm will try to identify which characteristics will be unified in the dictionary structure and in the phrase. In the illustrated example, the characteristic "com erosão" in the list of characteristics associated to the place "terço distal" is presented. This characteristic will be unified with the terms "com erosão" from the phrase. If the place and characteristic match with the terms from the phrase, the attribute in the table will be filled with the specified value in the dictionary structure. It is interesting to notice that all information that is not processed by the dictionary during the table filling process is saved for later processing. This information can be used to detect the existence of new attributes that were not present in the set of findings used to first construct the dictionary. If these attributes are considered relevant by the domain expert than new attributes are added to the dictionary structure. This process is repeated until all the phrases of the findings are completely processed. In the end, the fulfilled RT with the findings information is inserted in the table and a new iteration is started with the processing of the next collection finding. Once this process is over, a table containing the patterns identified from the medical findings is obtained.
Dictionary Expansion
This Section presents the expansion built for the methodology proposed in [5] . Two main changes were proposed. The first one refers to an expansion in the original dictionary construction during the first phase. The second change is related to some modifications in the search and filling algorithm for the second phase. The methodology presented in Section 2 covers the mapping of structured information presented in the form of places and characteristics, such as in the portion of esophagus in UDE findings. However, during the analysis of the stomach portion (*ESTOMAGO in Figure 2 ), a necessary extension of the dictionary was identified. Figure 7 illustrates the main differences between esophagus and the stomach. As illustrated in this figure, in order to enable the application of the methodology for stomach information, it is necessary to modify the dictionary structure by adding a new level of information. We named this new level "sub characteristic level". Figure 8 illustrates the proposed expansion schema for the dictionary structure. The first and the second levels are identical to the ones of the first methodology. On the other hand, this new structure has a new list of one or more sub characteristics associated to each characteristic. Similarly to the list of characteristics, the list of sub characteristics stores information about the attribute and the value of the attribute that should be inserted in the attribute-value table. Due to this modification in the dictionary structure, there is an increase in the number of attributes since the relation of the sub characteristic of the local-characteristics also represents an attribute. Thus, it was necessary to design and implement a new search and filling algorithm. This new algorithm aims at combining the places, characteristics and sub characteristics described in the findings. This is done by searching attribute values defined for the attribute-value table in these relations. Next, the proposed extensions are discussed in detail.
Information Distribution
After the analysis of unique phrases, the existence of two patterns was detected: a general pattern, according to the pattern identified in the initial methodology, and another pattern, present in the distribution of the words in the phrases, specifically in the case of the stomach. In the first observed pattern each phrase was referring to a diagnosis or an observation from the physician about the performed exam. With respect to the distribution of the words, the presence of a place and a characteristic is essential, otherwise the information contained in the phrase does not represent any attribute that can be filled in in the table. Since the sub characteristic is a specification of a characteristic, its presence is not strongly required although it may make the information description more detailed, and consequently more attributes in the attribute-value table will be created. After the phrases analysis together with the experts, it was identified that the characteristics which are described in phrases do not refer to all the places present in the phrases, necessarily. In the stomach portion, for example, the information is disposed in a different manner. Thus, it is necessary to associate them correctly, in order to keep the original interpretation. The following patterns were identified based on the results analysis:
• For all characteristics one or more places are necessary such that consecutive places share the characteristic;
• A characteristic can only be a specification of one or more consecutive places found afterwards case there is no characteristic after or before these places;
• All the described sub characteristics are preceded by a related characteristic. Figure 9 shows a phrase which exemplifies the patterns previously described. In this figure it can be observed that the places "antro" and "pré-pilórica" share the characteristic "úlcera", although the characteristic "erosões" belongs only to "antro". Furthermore, the sub characteristic "planas" is associated to "erosões", and the sub characteristic "06mm" and "média profundidade" to "ulcera". Figure 10 illustrates the process performed by the newly developed search and filling algorithm. The process is similar to the one applied in the previous methodology. The main update refers to the incorporation of four auxiliary structures and the modification of the pattern matching algorithm. In this process, the pre-processing task is similar to the initial methodology. After each finding is pre-processed, a processing of each phrase is realized. This is done for all the findings in the collection.
The Search and Filling Algorithm
The phrase is evaluated from left to right. Using the dictionary information, the words categories such as places, characteristics and sub characteristics are identified. If a word does not belong to any of these categories, it is then added to a file of non-processed phrases for further analysis by the experts. Four auxiliary structures were defined for the identification of the relations between places, characteristics and sub characteristics since these relations (a place with one or more characteristics) are not present in the original methodology. Theses structures are used to memorize places, characteristics and sub characteristics identified during the initial processing of the phrase.
The four new structures are: Indefinite Places Set-IPS; Definite Places Set -DPS; Characteristics Set -CS; and Sub characteristics Set -SCS. All characteristics and sub characteristics retrieved from the phrases are stored in CS and SCS, respectively. IPS is used to store the places identified in the phrase until a characteristic or a sub characteristic is identified. If a characteristic is identified, the places are sent to CLD and will be associated with the identified characteristic. If a sub characteristic is identified, the places are also sent to CLD, but they will be associated with the preceding characteristic. Once the information is identified, the filling of the attribute-value table is performed. The filling is performed by searching the built dictionary. During this search the places of DPS and the characteristics of CS are associated. Also, the characteristics of CS are associated to the sub characteristics of the SCS. The search allows the identification of the attributes that should be inserted in the table as well as the values of these attributes. This process is performed for all phrases in the findings and for the collection of findings. The result is a filled table with the patterns identified in the findings.
Computational Tool
A Computational Tool -CT was developed for the application of the new methodology. This new tool also solves several problems found in the implementation of the previous methodology [5] where the information was mapped into text files and separated only by textual marks. For example, in the previous methodology information stored in the dictionary was mapped as [place 1 represents a textual mark. This kind of mapping caused an additional difficulty because a simple typing error or changing the order of pieces of information could cause an erroneous interpretation by the algorithms implemented. Another problem with the previous implementation was related to the construction of the different files (dictionary file, standardization file, list of attributes and list of stopwords), where theses files were created separately. However, it is important to have a joint vision of them when building these files, because the dictionary construction, for example, depends on the file with information on the patterns and also on the list of attributes from the table.
To this end, in order to avoid typing errors and to have a friendly environment to apply the methodology, a new CT was developed. Using this new tool it is possible to build all necessary files to apply the methodology, besides having a joint vision of these files. Furthermore, the information is now stored in a XML file. The XML structure makes possible to store the information in an adequate format for later retrieval. Figure 11 illustrates the interface used to insert information in the dictionary, while Figure 12 illustrates the XML file that refers to the information mapped by this interface.
Once the input files are built they are used by the search and filling algorithm to fill in the attribute-value table. 
Case Study
Nowadays, gastroduodenal peptic diseases such as ulcers and gastritis characterize a frequent pathological entity in the population. For this reason, there is an increasing research interest in this area [10] . UDE is an important exam for the diagnosis of such diseases. From this exam, a medical findings report with information about esophagus, stomach, duodenum and results of the exam is generated. In this case study, a collection of 609 findings without patient identifications were used. These findings were collected by the Digestive Endoscopies Service of the Municipal Hospital of Paulinia, São Paulo state, Brazil, from March to November of 2001. The methodology and the new CT presented in the previous section were used to build the attribute-value table from stomach information present in the collection of 609 findings.
Results and Discussion
Initially, 5213 phrases from stomach information present in the collection of findings were collected. After the identification of unique phrases, 348 phrases were stored in SUP1, representing 6.7% of the 5213 initial phrases. i.e. a reduction of 93.3%. Afterwards, the construction of the standardization file from the information contained in the SUP1 file was initiated with the experts support. The removal of stopwords and the standardization process were applied, resulting in SUP2 with 259 phrases. SUP2 represents a reduction of 25.6% compared to SUP1. Thus, it is possible to represent all phrases from the stomach findings with only 5% of the initial 5213 phrases. The stemming process was applied to SUP2 generating SUP3 with 257 phrases, i.e., two phrases less than SUP2. Figure 13 illustrates some phrases in SUP1 (on the left side) and the respective phrases in SUP3 (on the rigt side) after the removal of stopwords, standardization and application of the stemming process.
Afterwards, using the set of unique phrases SUP3, the standardization file, and the assistance of the domain experts, two experiments were performed. The first experiment was carried out with the methodology developed in this work, whereas the second experiment was carried out with the previous methodology proposed in [5] . The results are presented in Table 2 .
It can be observed that the attribute-value table built using the new methodology has 130 more attributes than the previous methodology (30 + 130 = 168). As already mentioned, the new methodology considers the relations place × characteristic × sub characteristic in order to construct an attribute, while the previous Figure 12 : Example of the XML code generated using the new computational tool. methodology only considers the relation place × characteristic for the same process. Therefore, a more detailed mapping of the information present in the findings is performed with the new approach. It can also be observed that in the previous approach the table was composed of 23142 cells (609 × 38) while the search and filling algorithm completed 4934 cells. On the other hand, the attribute-value table constructed using the new approach was composed of 102312 (609 × 168) cells and the search and filling algorithm filled in 5875 cells. Although the previous approach obtained a higher filling percentage in relation to the table size, in the new approach 941 new more cells were filled in. This means that more detailed information from the findings were found and mapped.
Furthermore, an analysis related to the collection of findings and to the resulting attribute-value table was performed for both approaches. This analysis showed that the correct mapping of the table was 100% for the information present in the findings and for the information that was mapped into the corresponding dictionary structure. Thus, the whole amount of information present in the findings and correctly mapped into the dictionary was filled correctly in the attribute-value table. However, we consider that this perfect performance was obtained due to the fact that the mapping of the findings was performed by only one physician, who kept a homogeneous writing style. It is also important to remember that although the constructed table is Figure 13 : Phrases before and after the standardization.
sparse, as expected in text mining, it is important to map the maximum possible amount of information from the findings. Afterwards, before the application of the pattern/knowledge extraction algorithms using as input the attribute-value table, an attribute selection process can be used in order to find the most relevant attributes to be used by the pattern/knowledge extraction algorithms.
Conclusion
Several expansions performed in the methodology proposed in [5] were presented in this work. A case study using the original and the expanded methodologies using medical information presented in UDE, specifically in the portion of the stomach, is also presented. According to the experimental results, the expanded methodology obtained better results for the mapping of semi-structured information because it enables the mapping of more information in the attribute-value table. In addition, it reduces the time cost for the transformation of the information and avoids interpretation subjectivity. Furthermore, new findings can be easily transformed into new registers of the attribute-value table by simply using the information already in the constructed dictionary. As future work, this new methodology will be used to extract information related to duodenum, which is also present in the collection of findings used in this work. The methodology will also be applied to medical findings of other areas, such as andrology and coloproctology, where we are already working with the assistance of experts in these areas. In order to further facilitate the experts´work, we are investigating hybrid terminology extraction methods [9] which can be applied to findings in order to identify terminological units representing the domains in use.
